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assemble the

gateway

a. Attach the antennas to
the gateway base.

*Finger tight is sufficient*

a. Insert the cord's Micro USB end into the gateway.

c. Plug Wall Plug into a wall outlet.

b. Insert the cord's USB end into the Wall Plug

*For best results, setup the gateway in a location that is within 300 ft of your dog's most
commonly used areas. You may find yourself adjusting placement for best results.*
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program the

gateway android

a. Using your smart phone's browser go to:
https://pupeeze.techascent.com/gateway

*Follow the instructions provided by the app.*

a. Turn your gateway upside down.
There is a small hole in the middle
of the base.

b. Insert the poking stick into the
hole and hold there until the light
on top of the gateway turns blue.
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program the

gateway android

c. Scroll and select the gateway that
matches the Gateway ID in the
packaging

d. Press pair

e. Press within the space next toWIFI
SSID

f. Select yourWIFI

g. Enter yourWIFI password

h. Press save

i. Completely close out of the app's
browser
*Light on gateway will turn red and quickly back

to green*

a. Follow the instructions within the app.

b. Press connect
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wellness tracker

setup
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a. It's all setup and ready to go!



web-based app

a. Visit pupeeze.techascent.com in
your phone's browser.

b. Select Sign-up

c. Enter your email address and
follow the sent instructions

d. Create your Pup Profile by
selecting puppies on the dashboard

e. Add your pup as a new puppy and
fill out the identification criteria

f. Use the claim code found in the lid
of your packaging.

g. Select dashboard to start viewing
your dog's activity, rest and ambient
temperature.

h. Within the stats page you can track
your dog's daily, weekly and monthly
averages to stay up-to-date on their
day-to-day health, habits and
behaviors!
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collar/harness

Remove the 2 silicone zip•ties from the
packaging.

Place dog's collar on top of the 2 zip•ties.
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attach the

wellness tracker



Place your pup•eeze wellness tracker on
top of the collar.

Wrap the ends of the zip•ties around the
collar and wellness tracker.
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Insert ends of attachment through the
holes and pull tight.

Cut to remove ends or tuck ends down
between the tracker and collar.

*Attachment may become more difficult to reattach if cut*
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